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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription that contains the public load
balancers shown in the following table.
You plan to create six virtual machines and to load balancer

requests to the virtual machines. Each load balancer will load
balance three virtual machines.
You need to create the virtual machines for the planned
solution.
How should you create the virtual machines? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
References:
https://www.petri.com/comparing-basic-standard-azure-load-balan
cers

NEW QUESTION: 2
An IBM i 7.1 customer with a Power 720 needs to occasionally
run a small test environment of IBM i. The environment doesn't
require regular backups, availability isn't a factor, and
consistent I/O performance isn't important.
The test environment needs to be deployed quickly, and must be
redeployed with a fresh instance after testing.
Which of these following configurations supports these
requirements?
A. IBM i as a client partition of IBM i
B. Dedicated internal storage and network
C. Storage managed with VIO Server, dedicated network
D. Storage and network managed with VIO Server
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In health plan terminology, demand management, as used by
health plans, can best be described as
A. a series of strategies designed to reduce plan members'
needs to utilize healthcare services by encouraging preventive
care, wellness, member self-care, and appropriate use of
healthcare services
B. an evaluation of the medical necessity, efficiency, and/or
appropriateness of healthcare services and treatment plans for
a given patient
C. a technique that prevents a provider who is being reimbursed
under a fee schedule arrangement from billing a plan member for
any fees that exceed the maximum fee reimbursed by the plan
D. a system of identifying plan members with special healthcare
needs, developing a healthcare strategy to meet those needs,
and coordinating and monitoring the care
Answer: A
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